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ABSTRACT: Some of lhe issues introduced in lhe retr ofit of double deck
reinforced concrete viaducts are described in lhis paper alo ng wilh preliminary
results of experimental and analyúcal investigat ions focusing on lhe ability of
suggested retrofit concepts to achieve performance goals. The fírst pan of lhe
paper describes a one-lhird scale model of a portion of a retrofitted double deck
viaduct lhat is being tested in lhe Berkeley Structures' Research Laboratory. The
framing system for the retrofitted viaduct consists of new spiral rein forc ed
columns , and in lhe longitudinal direction, new haunched edge girders and, in lhe
transverse direction, partially post-tensioned bent caps. In lhe second portion of
the paper o analyúcal studies are presented to evaluate some basic assumptions
uúlized in the retrofit process. These analyses ilIustrate the need for conservatisrn
in selecting design forces as well as in detailing critical regions. Analyses
presented inelude the elastic and inelastíc, static and dynamic performance of a
double deck viaduct considering possible variations in the intensity of unidirectional as well as of bi-directional ground motions.
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INT RODUCTION
As descri bed in Reference 1, the potential seismic defic iencies encountered in
existing double deck viaducts are numerous. These range frorn the inadequate strength
andoespecially, ductility of columns, bent caps, and joints, to the complex and often
inadequate lateral framing systems uúlized in lhe longitudinal direction of lhe roadway,
and 10 irregular and highly unsymmetric framing systems. Because of lhe complexity of
the viaducts, the need to simply design analyses, and the adverse consequences of creep
and shrinkage in the post-tensioned girders often used in the upper levels, pin connections
were often introduced in lhe existing double deck viaducts at lhe ends of many columns
in order 10 make lhem statically determinant. This lack of redundancy is also viewed as a
serious seismic deficiency.

Field tests of a retrofit portien of the 1-880 Cypress Street viaduc t in Oakland
following the Loma Prieta earthquake indicate [2] that a variety of techniques may be
used to strengthen a viaduct in the transverse directíon to a level consistent wilh Iife
safety. However, lhe studies indicate lhat lhe performance of the various retrofit details
are no! well understood and damage obtained may not allow conúnued operation of the
viaduct, or even repair, following a major earthquake . Because double deck viaducts are
important lifeline components, Caltrans has established a policy that the double deck
viaducts in San Francisco should be able to be quickly repaired to remain operable
following a design level earthquake.
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The Cypress Viaductstudies also elearly indicated that it was necessary to view
lhe structure as a system , and that piecemeal retrofit of individual elements was simply
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likely to transfer and concentrate damage in other elements that had not been retrofit,
These earlier studies did not address any of the important issues related to the seismic
resistance of the viaducts in the longitudinal direction.
Because of the unique problems associated with the retrofit of doubl e deck
viaducts and their important role as major lifeline components , a research invest igation
was initiated at Berkeley to assess the various technical issues needed to devel op and
validate design and retrofit guidelines . In this paper, the basic problems encountered in
designing reliable retrofits are described and a test program aimed at validating and
improving current retrofit schemes is presented . Analytical results are described to
illustrate sorne of the important special issues related to the inelastic dynamic behavior of
these systems.
BASIC RETROFIT STRATEGY VTILIZED FOR DOVBLE DECK VIADVCTS
In the retroñt of the remaining double deck viaducts in the San Francisc o Bay
Area a number of retrofit strategies have been developed by the design consultants.
These evolved through a review process between the consultants. Caltrans, a Peer Review
Panel and technical consultants. This review process resulted in a consistent design
rnethodology , incorporating similar design assumptions and details, for the various
double deck design projects in the San Francisco Bay Area.
The retrofits were generally based on current Caltrans design requirements [3] for
new construction. That ís, seismic demands were cornputed using elastic analysis
melhods based on a design response spectrum corresponding to a maximum credible
earthquake in the vicin ity of the viaduct. Standard Caltrans resp onse spectra
corresponding to appropriate local soil conditions and 5% of critical viscous damping
were used in most cases. though site specific spectra were developed for soft bay mud
sites. Because of various technical issues discussed below, and the desire to limit damage
in these lifeline structures, the factor (Z) by which the elastic demands for the maximum
credible earthquake could exceed the nominal capacity of elements was limited to four
for standard bents. (Srnaller Z values were required for C-bents and for plastic hinges
occurring at splices between new and existing construction.) Current Caltrans' provisions
for design of new multiple column viaducts would permit Z values up to eight, depending
on the period [3].
Current Caltrans' requirements stipulate that members , j oints and connections
away from the plastic hinge should be proportioned considering the plastic capacity of the
hinge regions. For new construction [3] the plastic capacity may be taken as 1.3 times
the nominal ultimate capacity of the critical section. For the retrofit structures, this ratio
was used to define plastic strength when the entire critical load resisting systern was
removed and replaced, but was increased to 1.5 in the case where retrofits consisted of
strengthening existing sections by steel or concrete jacketing, or where only parts of the
lateral load resisting system was replaced.
Current Caltrans' requirements also stípulate that bi-directional ground motion
effects be considered. This is accomplished by detailing the structure to sustain 100% of
the required lateral displacement in one direction while 30% of lhe required displacem ent
in the orthogonal direction is simultaneously imposed . In the primary direction, the
structure would yield and internal forces would be limited by the plastic capacity of the
critical sections expected to yield. In the orthogonal direction, the yield capacity of the
structure could be as low as 25% of the elastic demand (i.e., the member forces could be
reduced by I/Z or 114 to obtain the required design force ). Since 30% of the maximum
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elastic displacement in a direction would then likely exceed the yield displacement in that
direction, members and joints need to be designed considering simultaneous yielding of
the structure in both principal directi ons, as well as the standard case of yielding in each
principal direction independently.
Structural System Used in Retrofits -- Because of the need to substantially strengthen
the viaducts, and the problem s associated with strengthening and confining the existing
jo int regions, the basic retrofit concept devel oped consisted of shori ng the exis ting
roadway, removing existing columns and joints and replacing them using construction
co nsistent with modem seismic-re sistant design practices, and strengthening the bent
cap s in the tran sverse direction using post-tensioning , mild reinforcernent, or a
combination of these two. Various practical, economic and legal require ments
necessitated the leaving the existing roadway relatively undisturbed.
Because of the difficulties in substantially strengthening foundations and of
incorporating the upper deck level's post-tensioned caps into the lateral load carrying
system, pins were generally introduced at the tops of columns in the upper level and at
the bottoms of the columns in the lower level, The resulting H-shaped bent in the
transverse direction is not highly redundant so that a high level of conservatism was
warranted , and implemented in design and inspection.
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In the longitudinal direction, the existing lateral load carrying system consists of
the box girder system used to support the roadway connected eccentrically to the
columns. Longitudinal framing action required transfer of moments from the columns
through the joint to the bent cap. The bent cap would then acting in torsion transfer the
moments lo the stems of the box girder. This resulted in two major problems. First, the
box girder was not designed to resist the seismic loads required of the retrofit; substantial
modifications to the box girder would be required , unless an altemative load resisting
system could be developed. Second, the lateral load transfer mechanism from the column
to the bent cap though torsion (or torsional shear friction) was difficult to proportion for
the loads required and its inelastic performance was viewed as undependable with out
substantiation.
Th ese diffi cuities in the longitudinal direction were addressed co nside ring a
variet y of altemative load carrying systems. In sorne cases. steel braced frames were
suggested. While these were technically feasible, they were abandoned due to probl ems
in partiall y blocking access to the underside of the viaductothe often high uplift forces
devel oped in the foundations. the apparent low ductility of the systems and aesthetic
objections. The retrofit design evolved to the addition of longitudinal girders along the
edges of the roadway framing between the centers of the columns. This provided a
conventional moment frame to resist lateralloads in the longitudinal direction.
Tw o different 'basic details were devel oped for the edge girders. In one, the
girders were separated from the roadway. This permitted, in principIe at least, the central
porti ons of the girders to be precast and dropped in position, and the straight girders
minimized the construction effort needed ro accommodate curving roadways. The
isola ted edge girder would also eliminate uncertainties in intemal forces that might occur
in serv ice due to creep and shrinkage in tbe new concrete. The transfer of the large
inertial forces from the roadway to the exterior frarne, however, would be done through a
combination of shear (friction) and bending in the short segment of bent cap between the
column and the roadway. The second option cast the edge girder directly againsl the
existing box girder. This increased the effectiveness of the edge girder, minimized
problems in transferring inertialloads from the box girder to the longitudinal frame, and
eliminated alignment problems where traffic could ron over the jo int between the existing
~
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deck and the new edge girder. Construction of the integral edge girder where the
co lumns are located awa y from the edge of the roadway (i.e.• in an outrigger
configuration) or where the roadway is highly curved results in considerable added mass.
Expected Plastic Collapse Mechanism. -- Because of the high dead load moments in the
ca ps. the caps are generally quite strong and it is diffi cult to develop plasti c hinges in
them under transverse lateral loading . Moreover, the need for a construction joint and
splicing of reinforcement at the junction of the existing bent cap and the new col urnn,
make lhe reliability of a plastic hinge at this interface questionable.
In the longitudinal directi on, the fragility of the box girders support ing the
roadway, the uncenainties regarding the torsion transfer capability of the bent cap (for lhe
isolated edge girder), and the desire to minimize earthquake-induced damage in the
roadway, resulted in the edge girders being designed to be stiff and strong. This would
reduce relative rotations along the bent cap between the column and lhe box girder. It
would also concentrate yielding in lhe columns, ralher lhan in the edge girders.
Column yielding is consistent wilh current Caltrans ' practices for single level over
crossings and viaducts. Various guidelines currentiy exist [3,4] for lhe proportioning and
detailing such structural elernents, and for estimating the inelastic deformation capacities
[5].of the columns and bent caps in such structures , However, double deck viaducts pose
a number of new problems lhat must be resolved.
Weak Story Response. -- For example, it will be difficuit (and practically impossible ) to
insure yielding in both upper and lower columns. While the columns may be
proportioned according to the maximum design forces computed (by an elastic dynamic
analysis) at each level, the maximum forces at different levels will not generally occur at
the same time because of higher mode effects, Similarly, prediction of the forces in lhe
columns will be complicated by the bi-directional nature of the behavior and difference s
between elastic and inelastic response . As a result, it would be expected that yielding
will concenLrate in one leve!. The distributi on of deformations in the structure may then
differ significantly from lhe elastic distribution. Estimation of ductility demands may not
be a simple matter.

)

Thi s situation is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. For this simple case. each
level is assumed to have lhe same elasto-perfectly plastic characteristics (the beam might
be considered to be rigid for simplicity in this example ) and lateral forces are distributed
to each level in an inverted triangular pattern, In lhis case. all of lhe inelastic deformation
is assumed to concenLrate in the lower column. As a resulto the distribution of damage
cannot be directly estimated from the ratio of elastic demand to plastic capacity for each
element as it might for a single level structure. In the case illustrated in Fig. l . the
displacement ductility demand for lhe lower level increases by 50% (i.e.• to six) when the
overall systern ductility is four.
Basically, lhe aboye example indicates lhat the ductility demand on the critical
elements in a structure will be exacerbated, if the elastic displacement of the structure
results appreciably from elements that do not subsequentiy yield. In the aboye exarnple,
lhe upper column contributes 40% of the total elastic displacement at the roof level , but it
contributes nolhing 10 the incremental inelastic displacements (for the elasto-peifecr/y
plastic case considered here, at least ). The lower column, thus, must displace disproportionately once yielding initiates. This situation worsens if the bent cap (because of
its fIexibility and long length) contributes significantly to lateral displacements in the
elastic range. If bolh the capand lhe upper column remain elastic foUowing yielding of
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lhe lower column, ductility demands on the lower column will be even larger than
indicated above.
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Fig. 1 Effect of Weak Story Mechanism on Apparent Column Ductility Demand
If a situation is considered where lhe stiffness of lhe lower story is increased, for
exarnple, by fixing bolh ends of the lower level columns, but the 10p column remains
pinned at one end, the distribution of elastic deformations changes significantly (Fig, 2).
However, if the lateral shear strength of the structure remains unchanged, inelastic
deformations will still occur only in the lower leveI. Reconsidering a situation where the
ductility demand on the systems is four, as aboye. lhe displacement ductility demand on
lhe lower level column would become 12, or 300% larger lhan expected on the basis of
lhe Z values alone.
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Fig. 2 Weak Story Behavior where the Lower Column that Yields is
Four Times Stiffer than Upper Elastic Column
The distribution of damage between two levels may be estirnated on the basis of
conventional calculations. or even by hand. However, the precise values obtained depend
on many factors including the relative stiffnesses of various elements, the post-yield
characterislics of the plastic hinges (e.g., deformalion hardening may permit eventual
yielding in locations not expected on the basis of an elastic or simple inelastic analysis),
lhe distribution of lateral forces, lhe presumed displacement demand on the systern in lhe
inelastic range, the ground motion characteristics and so on. Caution must be exercised
in placing lOO much emphasis on the precision of calculations related lo one particular
aspect of this process in víew of the uncertainty of the many assumptions involved and
5
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the inherent variability of inelastic resp onse. This suggests a fundamental need ro
conservatively assign Z values for design purposes in multi-Ievel viaducts where columns
may yield and to carefully detail a11 of the potential plastic hinge regions.

)

Concentration of damage in one level would not be as likely for cases where the
bent ca ps were designed to yield rather than the columns. The columns would forrn an
elastic spine that would tend to equalized displacements in adjacent levels.
Joint Behavior. -- Caltrans' Bridge Design Manual [3] currently does not cover the
design of bent cap to column j oints other than requiring that the column transverse
reinforcement continue through the joint region. Current provisions of the American
Concrete Institute are formulated for fundamentally different conditions. That is, ACI
provisions are for building structures in which the beams are weaker than the columns. In
this case , the ACI stipulates a minimum amount of transverse hoop reinforcement over
the depth of the joint and limits the effective horizontal shear stress acting across the
joint Since the vertical column longitudinal steel and the horizontal hoop reinforcement
remain essentially elastic in such cases, the joint is both strengthened and confined in the
horizontal as well as vertical directions.
In the cases of a column that undergoes significant inelastic action, it is doubtful
whether the column's vertical reinforcement could provide the joint with sufficient
vertical reinforcement and confinement. It is expected that supplemental transverse
reinforcement would be required in the vertical (as well as horizontal directi on) in the
joints, Since the conditions encountered in the double deck viaducts do not conform to
those associated with the ACI recommendations, design consultants for the double deck
viaducts have typically relied on strut and tie (truss analogy ) models to rationalized the
amount of verti cal and horizontal supplemental reinforcement needed . This provides a
direct indication of the load path and assigns reinforcement specifically to various tasks.
While the current implementation of the strut and tie model appears conservative, the
actual load transfer mechanism and the various inherent assumptions have yet to be fully
evaluated.

PROOFTEST
Because of the many assumptions involved in the design of the retrofit co ncepts
utilized for the double deck viaducts , a series of proof tests are being carried out. The
first of these was done at the University of California at San Diego. The speci men tested
was designed in accordance with the minimum requirem ents stipulated by Caltrans for
the retrofit of the double deck viaducts. As such , structure had a nominal base shear
capacity approximatel y equal to 25% of the dead load weight of the structure, The test
speci men incorporated an isolated edge girder. In addition, because of the relativ ely low
lateral loads applied to the structure, the existing transverse bent cap could be
strengthened by means of external post-tensioning.
Details of the 1/2 scale UCSD test specimen, loading apparatus and test results
can be found in References 6 and 7. The specimen was tested under transver se,
longitudinal and diagonal loading excursions somewhat in excess of the design target
level of 4. No significant damage was reponed at this level, At larger levels, excessive
yielding of the spiral reinforcement in the lower column was noted. A subsequent test
was carried out on the same specimen to assess the torsional transfer mechanism across
the bent cap between the box girder and the column. No difficulties were noted, and the
ultimate capacity of the post-tensioned cap at this location was reportedly satisfactory.
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As indicated previously, certain circumstances would suggest the need for an edge
girder cas t monolithic ally with the deck. In add ition, cases are likely lO occ ur where
post-tensioning alone would not be sufficie nt to strengthen the tran sverse bent ca p.
Bec ause of the differences in details likely in these cases. a seco nd proof test specimen
was investigated at the University of California at Berkeley.
The Berkeley proof test specimen was idealized from Bent B8 on the Alemany
freeway near the intersection of the 1-280 and I - 101 freeways. The viaduct at this point
has a transverse span between column centerlines of approximately 53 tt, and a span
between bents in the longitudinal directi on of 90 ft, The existing box girder deck has six
ce lls and is 5 ft, -6 in. deep . This bent when retrofit proved to be particu larl y strong.
This was due to a combination of factors including the fundamental periods of the frames
near this bent being close to those near the peak in the acceleration spectru m used for
design othe relative flexibil íty of adjacent bents resulting in greater load being carried by
this bent, and conservatism by the consultant in proportioning and sizing the controlling
column. The details of the test model were developed by following the basic design
procedures utilized by the designers [8] or by scaling the prototype by appro priate
similitude relations.
Because of laboratory height limitations, the test model was based on a 1/3 scale
factor. Rather than being curved, the test specimen was assumed to have a straight
roadway. The test model was based on the column reinforcement provided in the actual
column in the retrofit, The prototype column was 5 ft, - 6 in. in diameter and reinforced
with 42 No. 14 Grade 60 bars resulting in a reinforcement ratio of 2.8 %. Based on the
one-third scali ng the model column had 22 No. 4 bars and 20 No. 5 bars. The
reinforcement was asymm etrically distributed around the column cross section, in both
the prot otype and the model (Fig. 3). in two layers to give the structure slightly greater
capacity in the transverse direction. Because of uncertainties related to the performance
of reinforcement terminated in a joint, as well as practical construction considerations, the
column in the upper and lower levels were reinforced the same .
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Fig. 3 Column Cross Sect ion Utilized in Proof Test Model
To si mplify the design of the modelo the specimen was iso lated fro m the
remainder of the structure at the midspan of the bent cap and edge girde r as sh own in Fig.
4. This idealization represents the point of asymmetry under lateral loading. Since the
prototype columns are pinned ended at the top of the upper column and at the bottom of
the lower column the model was idealized as having real pins at these locations.
Additional information on the model and loading is presented subsequently.
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Fig. 4 Longitudinal Side View of Proof Test Specimen
For the design of the model and prototype, a lateral load distribution
corresponding to formation of plastic hinges simultaneously in the upper and lower level
columns was considered. Since the column in the upper level had the sarne cross section
as that utilized in the lower level, this assumed mechanism resulted in a lateral load
distribution with nearly a1l (about 95%) of the lateral load applied at the top of the upper
column. While this is not realistic from the perspective of dynamic loading on the free
standing structure (where about 56% of the lateral load would be applied at lhe top level),
it corresponds to the severest load case for the joint, accounts for possible hammering
across the expansion joints in the longitudinal direction, and other unanticipated loading
conditions. Based on the axial load present in the columns corresponding to the
mechanism described aboye. the nominal and plastic shear capacity of the structure was
cornputed. The test specimen has a nominal ultimate base shear capacity equal to about
39'70 of the dead load weight of the structure in the longitudinal direction and 45'70 of its
weight in the transverse direction . These values are between 50 and 80 '70 larger than the
values considered in the design of the San Diego test specimen.
For the design of the prototype (and thus the model) a ratio of plastic to nominal
capacity of 1.5 was used for the column plastic hinges. More recent Caltrans guidelines
have permitted a factor of 1.3; the proof test specimen at San Diego was based on a factor
of 1.1. but required special testing of the reinforcement. The 1.5 factor provides a greater
margin of safety against failure at other locations. and reduces the possibility that
yielding would occur in the horizontal frarning elements. JI may also justify the use of
less conservative assumptions in the design of the joint.
For the 1.5 factor. the design plastic base shear coefficient increased lO 58'70 in the
longitudinal direction and lO 67'70 in the transverse direction, The arnplified plastic
moments are used in design to determine (on lhe basis of statics) the forces that the
columns, girders, caps and joints must resist. The increased lateral load capacity may
result in very low (or even tensile) axialloads in the lower level columns under transverse
loading depending on the amount of dead load assumed present. For the 1.5 factor
considered, the moments and shears considered in the design of the Berkeley specimen
were nearly 2.5 times greater than those used in the San Diego specimen.
Design of New Columns. -- Column shear reinforcement and confinement were
computed for the prototype consistent with Caltrans guidelines. However, because of the
possible severe distress in the plastic hinge regions, the quantíty of spiral reinforcemenl
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was increased over Caltrans minimum requirements. The column model was derived
from the prototype conside ring the scale factor. The columns pins were assu med 10 carry
no moment as is common practice in desig noalthough typical pin connection details are
able to develop considerable moment.
Design ot New Longitudinal Edge Girder. -- The longitudinal edge girder was a
haunched, open cell box section monolilhically connected to the existing deck . (Figs. 4
and 5). At midspan the edge girder and existing box girder had the same depth, however
at the face of-the column, lhe depth of the haunch increased lhe girder depth by about
75%.
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Fig. 5 Cross Section of Hollow Edge Girder Near Face of Column
Mome nts and shears in the edge girder were determined considering equilibrium
at the joint corres ponding to the plastic moment of the column sections framing into the
joint. No moment was assumed to be transferred to the stems of the existing deck; thus,
the cap was not desig ned to resist torsio n, though lhe details used in the cap would be
able 10 resist considerable torsion. The flexural rein forcement in lhe haunched portio ns
of the edge girder was co mputed consi dering lhe inclination of lhe haunch, and special
vertical reinforcement (or diaphragms) were installed at the end of the haunches 10 take
the vertical component of the tension or cornpress ion force developed in the girder at
lhose locations. The contribution of an inclined compression strut was considered when
evaluating the shear capacity of the edge girder.

.h·

Because the edge girder is wider than the colum n forces in the girder
reinforcement not passing through the colum n core are assumed to be transferred to the
co lumn by a three dimensional truss co nsis ting of vertical stirr ups that engage the
longitudinal reinforcement in the girder, transverse reinfo rceme nt running perpendicular
to the girder's longitudinal reinforcement and an incli ned concrete cornpression strut.
Th is strut action is illustrated in H g. 6. The tensile forces acting in the reinforcement is
assu med to transfer across lhe joint region (due to bond deterioration) and eventually be
resisted on the oppos ite by the inclined compression strut and reinforcement illustrated in
Fig. 6.
-
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Fig. 6 Inclined Three-Dimensional Strut Mechanism Used to Transfer Force
from Girder Reinforcemenl Located Outside of Column Core to Column
Desig n of Transverse Bent Cap Retrofit -- In the transverse dírecti on, the existing bent
cap was heavily reinforced, but it was diffic ult to continue thís steel into the heavily
reinforced column. Because of a change in the location and size of the column, the
existing Grade 40 No. 18 cap bars had to be CUl and extended using smaller diameter
Grade 60 reinforcement. Similarly, the positive moment reinforcement in the cap was
inadequately anch ored in the joint and would also have to be extended. Because the
reliability of the splices was uncenain and the congestion of the column reinforcement
made it difficult to resist load with the existing concrete section, the designer decided to
terminate a11 of the reinforcement in the existing bent cap away from the new column .
The moment transfer from the bent cap to the column was achieved by adding
reinforced concrete bolsters to the sides of the existing bent cap (Fig. 7). These were
reinforced with mild reinforcement (No. II bars ) as well as post-tensioning steel.
However, about 70% of the moment capacity was provided by the post-rension íng. The
reinforcement and post-tensioning extended in the bolste rs past lhe side of the column
core o A three dimensi onal strut and tie model (similar lO Fig. 6) was used to rationalize
the force transfer from the cap through the joint and into the column.
The mild reinforcement in the cap terminated in the joint without a hook at its end
(Fig. 8). Because the anchorage might deteriorate under cyclic loading , hooked bar or
flat plate anchorages would be preferable. Similarly, the sudden change in reinforcement,
where the longitudinal reinforcement in the existing bent cap is terminated, would
suggest that a nominal amount of reinforcement (maybe 25%) should continue from the
existing cap into the new jo int coreo Because of the conservatism inherent in the
determination of the design forces for the cap. it was decided not to incorporate these
modificati ons in the proof test specimen.
The bend cap post-tensíoning was curved inward around a vertical axis toward the
longitudinal axis of the bent cap to help confine the j oint. However, post-tensioning
co nfigured in this manner develops significant splitting (bursting) stresses at the outer
edge of the joint. As a result, considerable reinforcement was required acros s the outer
edge of the j oint parallel to: the longitudinal axis (see Fig. 8). This was added to
reinforcement required for other purposes.
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Fig. 7 Cross Section of Bent Cap Showing New Concrete Bolsters (Note:
Reinforcement in Existing Bent Cap is Terminated at Interior Face of New Edge Girder)

r

Reinforcing bars terminated withoul hook

_t __

r

Curved Posl-lensioning Tendons

_

~

'rG;)

Existing Reinforcemenl

Terminated Outside of [oint

-- ----¡--------- - -

LIncreased joinl confinement due lo curved tend ons
Extra bursting stresses from curved tend ons require crossties

Fig. 8 Schematic Top View of Bent Cap 10 Joint Connection Showing Termination of
Reinforcement and Post-tensi oning , and Bursting Reinforcement
Joint Design. -- The joint was designed for the plastic moments and shears from the
columns framing into it, Moments and shears in the girders or bent cap were determined
considering equilibrium at the joint (and dead loads ). Because axial compression in the
columns improves the shear strength of the joint, the analyses were carried out for a
reduced (by 20%) dead load . This reduction was intended to account for vertical
accelerations of the ground and other factors.
The strut and tie method was used by the designer [8. 9] to determine the
reinforcement of in the joint. Since the problem is statically indeterminate. simplified
and generally conservative (additive) assumptions were employed in the analysis of the
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resulting three dimensional trusses assumed to transfer force s from the column through
the j oin t into the horizontal framing members. The meth od employed assumed that
co ncrete compression force s could be directIy transferred into the joint as an inclined
co mpression stru t (Fig 9). The compression force s in the beam reinforcement were
assumed lO be negligible (because the beams responded in the elastic range).
Ho rizontal shear
force HI to be resísted
by ties or hoops

Compression stru t
due to C - Veol

I--

, \ Vcol
...J

,\
'V'~

~""'r

Compression strut
dueto

I
I -lIo...
- l > - r - -~ -r '-----'"

e

~~
I

~,

~

No te: All elements of truss
not shown for clarity

T

I
I

Horizontal shear
force H2 lo be resisted
by ties or hoops

a. Transfer of Compression Force
from Positive Moment Girder

b.

Transfer of Tensile Forces
from Negative Moment Girder

Fig. 9 Schematic Illustration of Truss Models used to Transfer Forces
from the top of the Edge Girder into the Column (after Ref. 8)
Tensile force s in the beam reinforcement are resisted by a trus s mechanism
consisting of steel ties and inclined concrete struts , The truss initiates at the mid-depth of
the co lumn (Fig. 9). Because the column section is round, an effective depth (be tween
ce ntroids of the co mpression and tension stress resultants) was not computed, but
estirnated to be 80% of the outer diarneter of column reinforcement cage.
Figure 9 illustrates the trusses considered to determine the total horizontal shear
force required to be carried by reinforcement in the joint region. The total force required
is given by
H= Hl +H2
where HI, corresponding to the girder introducing a compression force on the top face of
the joint, is given by:
HI = (Mljd g - Vcol)(dg - dcoltanll)/(dcoltanll)
except where Vcol> Mljd, in which case H I is talcen to be zero: and H2, corresponding
to the girder causing tensile forces at the top face of the joint, is given by:
H2 = Mljd g + C - Vcol)(dg)/(dcoltanll)
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exce pt where Vcol> Mljd g (compression side), in which case H2 is taken to be equal to
Mljdg (dg)/(dcoltana), and
in which

M is the moment acting in the girder in question ;
jd g is the effective depth of the girder between the centroids of the
compressi on and tension stress resultams:
dg is the depth of the girder from the centroid of the tensile steel to the
compression face;
dcol is the effective depth of the column, taken herein as 80% of the
diameter of the outer ring of column reinforcement;
a is the inclination of the compression strut (taken as 55°); and
other tenns are as defined in the figure.

This total horizontal force is assumed to be partially resisted by horizontal welded
hoops (no! spirals) surrounding the column core in the joint region . The amount resisted
by the outer set of hoops is given by the product of the number of hoops provid ed over
the height of the joint, the area of each hoop bar, the yield stress of the steel (60 ksi ) and
the number of legs on each hoop (2), multiplied by an efficiency factor of Td4 lO acco unt
for the varying inclinat íon of the hoops as they cross an inclined crack running through
the joint. The inner hoops are not considered by the designer to be as effective [8], since
they encircle fewer longitudinal column bars. The vertical component of the force
resisted by the hoops is assumed to be transferred lO the column bars in the strut and tie
modeI. Fewer column bars results in less force that can be transferred to the hoops.
Thus, the efficiency factor, y, for the interior hoops is given by:

y = (1t/4) (dcolinner'dcolouter) (Sinnerlsouler) (Ninner/Nouler)r
in which

the subscripts inner and outer refer to the inner and outer rings of r
reinforcement or hoops,
s is the spacing of the hoops; and
N is the number of longitudinal bars in a ringo

The remaining horizontal force is transferred to the cross ties extending across the
entire jo int in the directi on of the applied load. Each end of the cross tie is terminated
with a 90° hook. The contribution of the cross ties to the horizontal force required to be
resisted in the joint is given by the product of the area of the cross tie, the yield strength
(60 ksi ) and the number of cross ties provided. Because of difficulties in inserting these
through the column core, most of the cross ties are distributed vertically over the height
of the stern of the edge girder.
The vertical cornponent of the tensile inclined strut is given by the large r value
obtained from the following lWOequations:

v = (Mljdg(compression side) + Mljdg(lension side) - Vcol) tanu - 0.8 CCtop
and

v =(Mljdg(compression side) + Mljdg(tension side) - Vcol) tano;
- 0.8 [CcbOl - Vgl
".. , "'
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Fig. 10 Typical Joint Details for Joint Region
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.)

in which

CClOp corresponds 10 lhe compression force resultant in the IOp column
resulting from load reversal wilh the steel having an effective
strength of 1.55 times the yield strength,
CCbot corresponds to the compression force resultant in lhe bottom
column resulting from load reversal wilh the steel having an
effective strength of 1.55 times the yield strength, and
. Vg is lhe sum of aIJ venical dead load shears tributary lO the caps and
girders framing into lhe joint.

An area of steel is provided in the joint such that the aboye force is developed by lhe total
area of vertical reinforcemenl provided in lhe joint, lhe yield strength of lhe bars (60 ksi)
and an efficiency factor. For the vertical bars provided inside the column core an
efficiency of 100% was assumed. For bars outside of the column coreo an efficiency of
50% was assumed. AH bars were terrninated wilh a hook on each end. In the case of lhe
bars added within the column coreo they extended a shon distance into the column and
terrninated with a 180 0 hook that engages a short transverse bar of nominal size.
As a result of the high design forces, conservative assumptions regarding the ratio
of plastic 10 nominal flexural capacities, and efficiency factors less than unity for the
vertical and horizontal shear reínforcement, the joint had a large amount of transverse
shear reinforcemenl. This lead lO significant constructability problems that could have
been panially eliminated by using a larger column and joint cross section, and different
anchorage details for the cross ties.
~

~@

The design of the joint was also carried out in lhe transverse direction. This was
similar to the rnethod described aboye except the significant contribution of the pOS1tensioning to the shear resistance of the joint was included. For the sake of brevity this
developmenl will not be presented here. The interested reader is referred lo Reference 8.
Typical sections through the joint are shown in Fig. JO.
SPECIMEN CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING
In as much as possible al one -third scale, the specimen was constructed as it
would be in the field. Because of scaling limitations, sorne deforrned No. 2 Grade 60
bars were used in the as par! of the existing deck . In general. il was decided 10 scale the
deck lO match the stiffness of the flexural reinforcement and the strength of shear
reinforcemenl. Construction sequence and pour joints were generally as they would be in
the actual structure. Construction of the specimen 100k approxirnately three rnonths .
Loading Apparatus. -- The response of the test specimen lO earthquake-Iike motion in
each principal plan direction is being assessed. The loads are applied with hydraulic
actuators attached to rigid reactíon frames post-tensioned to the laboratory strong floor.
The general arrangement of the specirnen, reaction frame and loading actuators is shown
in Fig. 11.
The lateralloads are applied to the top of the upper column and 10 the lower deck
level, Because the edges of the specimen correspond to points of asymmetry in the
elastic deflected shape of lhe specimen under lateral loads, venical pin ended struts are
provided at the ends of the girders and bent cap as well as at the free interior corners of
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the deck. Because of lhe finite length of lhe struts, a specially designed vertical actu ator is
provided under the column 10 maintain the axial load in the column al a proper leve!.
Gravity loads are sirnulated using a combination of concrete and lead weights as
weIl as vertically oriented hydraulic actuators. The column is supponed on an actuator
that cornpensates for strul arching , inelastic elongation of the plastic hinge region in the
lower colurnn, and overtum ing moment effects due lo longitudinal and transverse
loading . A post-tensioning rod extends up through the center of the column and is
loaded with a hydraulic actuator al íts IOp in order 10 maintain the axial load in the
columns al the proper leve!.
Because of the need lO sirnulate realistically lhe distribution of moment and shear
in the bent cap, two vertical actuators are used lO load the bent cap al lhe interi or stems of
the bridge deck . In addition , lO replicate the posit íve moment al lhe midspan of the bent
cap due to dead load. a steel outrigger is cantilevered from lhe edge of the specimen and a
constant vertical upward force is applied during the test,
Al the lower deck level lWO actuators are used lOimpose specified displacements
in the transverse direction and 10 limit torsion, A single displacernent controIled actuator
is used in the longitudinal direction al the deck leve!.
Two actuators are connected in a horizontal plane lO the top of the column. The
forces in these actuators are control1ed rather lhan displacernent as done al the lower
leve!. If displacements were controIled al both levels , changes in deflected shape (that
rnight occur as a result of concentrated yielding in one of lhe columns) could not be
detected . In lhis case. the force in the upper level actuators is based on lhe elasti c mode
shape computed for the specimen, the mass distribution al the lWO levels, and lhe column
heights . For the test specimen, lhe force al the 10p level should be about 1.25 time s the
force applied al the lower level in the same direction. This force is determined on-line
during lhe test.
Because the actuators al the upper level are rotated with respect 10 the principal
axes of lhe structure, a geometric correction must also be applied. Since the top of the
column displaces during the test , the geornetric correction depends on the displaced
configuration of the specimen al each step in the test. Furthermore, the forces measured
in the load ceIls of the actuators aua ched 10 the lower deck will not be oriented in the
principal direction of lhe deck once the structure is subjected lO large bi-directional
motions. Thu s, lhese forces rnust also be corrected prior lO being used lO determine lhe
lateral forces 10 be imposed al the 10p of the columns. A dedicated high speed
microprocessor is used lo make these coordinate transformations and control the
specimen during the test, The microprocessor requires continual input of the measured
deck level actuator loads , lhe measurcd column IOp and deck level displacements. The
microprocessor provides the actuator control apparatus wilh anal og output signals for
controlling the force al the top of the column.
A total of 10 hydraulic actuators are employed in the test, These are controIled by
a microcomputer based control system.
Instrumentation and Da ta Acquisitio n. -- A wide variety of instrum ents and
transducers are instal1ed on lhe specimen 10 record response dur ing the test, These
instruments inelude strain gages, load ceIls and displacemenl transducers. Displacemenl
transducers are installed lO measure global displacements, joint deforrnati ons and
rotations , displaced shapes of lhe girders and bent cap (ineluding twist), and the flexural
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and shear defonnations in the columns. More than 250 channels of dala are acquired
during a test.
Loading Sequence.•• A wide variety of loading histories were considered for the test.
These included simple diagonal load paths, cloverleaf paneros and o ther sequences that
would help identify the mechanical characteristics of the structure. The loading history
selected is shown in Fig. 12.
Each step of loading is divided into three phases. In the fist phase the structure is
subjected to a simple displacernent cycle in the transverse direclion (longitudinal
displacement at the lower deck is restrained during this excursion) followed by a simple
cyclic excursion in the longitudinal direction. The second phase involves two cycles of
bi-directionalloading in a square panero; one clockwise and one counter clockwise. The
maximum amplitude of the bi-directional excursión is the same as that for the unidirectional excursions; i.e., the projected displacement in the transverse direction is
reduced to about 70% of that imposed during the unidireclional excursions. The third
phase repeats the fírst phase so that deterioration of mechanical properties may be easily
detected,

Ot

01

0.7
0.7

1.0

oL

Panero Al,Ct

OL

1.0

Ot

01

OL

Panero BI

Panero A2. C2

Panero B2

Fig. 12 Displacement History for Proof Test Specirnen
The displacernent history applies only to the lower leve!. The forces applied to
the top of the column will correspond to those associated with lhe first mode shape and
the forces required at the lower level to develop lhe specified displacements . Because of
the complexity of bi-directional response, the upper column moves bi-directi onally even
under uni-directi onal displacements at the lower leve!.
The yield displacement is estimated to be approximately 0.8 inches at the lower
deck leve!. As such, the specimen will be displaced to 0.1, 0.25, 0.5. 0.75 and I inch
lateral displacement amplitudes, and 10 nominal displacement ductilities of 2, 3, 4. and so
on. It is expected that the test will be interrupted prior 10 the onset of major damage for
repair. This will pennit the effects of minor earthquake repairs to restore the struc ture's
mechanical properties. The test will then be continued until failure. If the specim en
appears lo be failing by disintegration of the column plastic hinge and the joint is
relatively intact, the column will be strengthened by steel jacketing and testing will be
resumed to investigare the ultimare behavior of the joint.
Testing has begun and very low level tests sequences have been completed .
Testing should be completed during June 1992.
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ANAL YSIS RESULTS
To assist in performing the tests and provide insight in to the behavior of the
struc ture, several preliminary analyses have been carried out. These relate lo prediction
of deforrnation capacity of the structure in a static sense and simulation of the inelastic
response of the structure under statíc and dynamic excitations.
Deformation Capacity. -- An approximate estimate of lateral displacements were made
of the displacement of the systern at yield and at failure of the lower column plastic
hinge. Element stiffnesses in the elastic range were based on approximate cracked
stiffness values (approximately Ig/2) . Based on the elastic distributions of moments and
the capacities of various sections, inelastic action should be limited to the top of the lower
level column. For the ultimate condition, the lenglh of the plastic hinge in the column
was estimated as half the diameter of the column, and the maximum plastic rotation of
the hinge was estimated (see Ref. 10) to be about 0.038 radians. Using simple portal
analysis procedures, the displacement al first yield in the longitudinal direction is
computed to be nearly 1.2 inches at the top of the upper level and 65% of this value at the
lower deck. At the ultimare condition, the displacement at lhe top increases to 3.6 inches
with the displacement at the lower level equal to about 86% of this value. Similar values
were obtained in the transverse direction.
It is clear that the displacements concentrate in the lower level, Dividing the
displacement at the top at uitimate by the corresponding value at first yield results in an
approximate overall systern ductility capacity of 3.0. If the column itself were analyzed
as a free standing cantilever, a displacement ductility capacity of about 5.5 would be
predicted. As indicated in the beginning of the paper, the concentration of damage in one
element reduces the overall ductility capacity of the structure (altematively, it increases
the ductility demand on the damaged element for a given system ductility).

Resp onse Analysis. -- To assess the potential dynamic response of the structure, a series
of static and dynamic analyses were performed on an analytical model of the specimen
using the ANSR computer program [11]. The analytical model consisted only of the
columns, edge girders and bent cap. Torsional response about a vertical axis was
restrained. The foundation was assumed to be rigid, and the dead load reactive masses
tributary to each level were included in the analysis . Viscous damping equal to about 5
% of critical in the model's first and third modes was assumed. The columns were
idealized using a generalized plastic hinge model that has a parabolic shaped axial load bending moment interactíon curve that matches that for the actual column . However, the
hysteretic model employed for lhese preliminary analyses is elasto-plastic and no fixed
end rotations are considered. The joint is assumed to be rigid in the analyses .
Because the model is one-lhird the size of the prototype, the periods of the
structure are one-third of the values that would be obtained at full scale (Le.• 0.22 sec in
the transverse direction and 0.25 seco in the longitudinal direction). To maintain proper
relations between the frequency characteristics of the specimen and the earthquake
record, the time scale for the record was also reduced by a factor of 1/3. Thus, the
earthquake record will only be one-lhird as long as it should be. The displacements
obtained in the analyses will be one-third of those expected in a full size structure.
Static Load ing . --Under monotonically increasing lateral loads the displaced shape
changes from a situation where lhe upper story contributes a significant amount of the
total displacement to the weak story case where the displacements in the lower level

,
•
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dominate (Fig. l. Because of the 3% defonnation hardening, the defonnations increase
in the upper leveis afta fonnation of a plastic hinge in the lower level.

Fig. 13 Displaced Shapes Obtained in
Static Inelastic Analysis (Transverse Direction)
Unidirectional Dynamic Loadlng, -- The analytical model of the test specimen was
subjected to the Taft earthquake record (this is a furo soil record like that at the design
site), Results for the Taft record, applied in the transverse direction and scaled to have a
spectral acceleration four times larger than the yield capacity of the model (i.e., roughly
speaking a Z factor of 4), are shown in Fig. 14. Peak displacements at the top are 2.53
inches corre sponding to a global displacement ductility of about 2.2. Displacements at
the lower level are nearly 90% of this value, clearly demonstrating the fonnation of a
weak story mechanism. The base shear time history in Fig. 14 indicates the effectiveness
of the yielding of the lower column in limiting the forces that can be transferred lO the
structure. The peaks of the pulses in the shear history are limited to approximately onefourth of tbe value that would be achieved had the structure remained elastic . As noted
aboye, the duration of the record has been compressed to one-third of its normal value.
The hysteretic loops shown in Fig. 14 indicate that a large number of nonlinear
excursions were developed by the systern. The hysteresis plot on the right side is for the
lower level and represents the response of the yielding column (plus the effects of joint
rotation). The plot oh the left shows the top level displacement as a function of base
shear. This represents the overall response of the structure. The erratic (figure eight
shaped) nature of sorne of the cycles is a result of higher mode effects, not present in the
static analyses or in the test
The intensity of the ground motion was increased. This might be reasonable in
view of the fact tbat the structure was nearly 2.5 times stronger than the specimen tested
at UeSD. In addition, current design guidelines for new rnulti-column viaducts allow Z
values between 4 and 8 depending on the structural periodo For the prototype periods
between 0.66 and 0.75 seconds (i.e., three times 0.22 and 0.25 seconds ), Z values of
nearly eight could be used in design of new non-lifeline multi-colurnn structures.

. . . .-.
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Figure 15 shows the response for the Taft earthquake scaled to a Z value of 6.
The maximum displacements increase by 52% to 3.85 inches, slightly in excess of the
previously estimated ultimate displacement capacity. It should be noted that the inelastic
analysis model does not model failure or degradation of the plastic hinge. Also ploned in
this figure are the elastic response results . While the force levels are substantially
reduced by the yielding, and the panero of inelastic displacements differs from that of the
elastic response. the maximum displacements are similar.

)

The similarity of elastic and inelastic peak displacements has been noted by many
researchers for single and multiple degree of freedom systems so long as the period of the
structure is longer than the predominant period of the ground. This can be seen in Fig.
16. where the maximum elastic and inelastic displacements at the top of the structure are
plotted for the Taft record scaled to various Z values. It can be seen that especially at the
top of the structure, these values are nearly identical. At the lower level, the values begin
lO separate for Z values exceeding 8.
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The reasons for this behavior can be seen in Fig. 17 which shows the envelop of
m áximum elastic and inelastic displacements for various Z values. The shape of the
elastic envelop remains the sarne, with the ratio of displacements in the upper level to the
lower level a constant. In the inelastic response. the deformed shape shows a gradual
transformation to a weak story collapse mechanism. For large Z values, nearly all of the
lateral displacement occurs in the lower leve!. Thus, the distribution of damage is not
easy to predict considering the results of the elastic analysis. But the top displacement is
reasonably predicted by the elastic analysis.
The ability of a Z factor to control the inelastic response of a structure for periods
longer than the predominant period of the ground motion is illustrated in Fig. 18. This
figure shows the maximum displacement ductility developed for single degree of freedom
structures having 5% viscous damping and stiffness degrading mechanical propenies. In
Part a of the figure. values obtained for different Z values are shown as a function of
period for the nonh - south component of the 1940 El Centro earthquake record . It is
seen that the ductility value developed is similar (though by no means identical) to the Z
value for periods greater than 0.5 seconds. For periods less than 0.5 seconds, ductility
~ ", .

o·,
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dem and s rapidl y increase . In the regi on on ampli fied acceleration the maximum
displacements can be estimated from elastic values considering conservation of energy.
This results in lhe following expression:
O¡nelastic = ¡.t(2¡.t-I)-O.5 lielastic
in which u is lhe displacement ductility of lhe system . In the short period range it is not
possible substitute Z for u in this equation. Rather, it is possible to show for an elastoperfectly plastic system lhat Z = (2¡.t- I)-O.5. In this case. lhe inelastic displacement may
be estimated as follows:
¡.L

.,

= (Z- - I)12

and
O¡nelastic = (Z2-1) /2Z lielastic = O.5Zlielastic
where the approximation is good for large values of Z.
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Fig. 17 Envelop of Lateral Displacements of Analytical Model for Z values
rangin" from 4 (on Left) to 12 on Right) for Taft earthquake.
Sohd Cines Correspond 10 Inelastic Response; Dashed Lines
Correspond ro Elastic Response.
For a Z value .of 4 the ductility increases to 7.5 and the inelastic displacement
exceeds the elastic by a factor of 1.87. For a Z of 8. the ductility increase s 10 nearly 32
and the inelastic displacement becomes almost four times larger lhan the elastic. The
curves in Fig. 18 iIIustrate lhis trend. Clearly, caution in specifying Z values is important
in the short period range.
The definition of short period needs to be related 10 the predominant period of the
ground. If one looks at Pan b of Fig. 18. the increasing trend in ductility demand for lhe
Oakland Wharf record obtained during the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake begin s at a
period near 1 second and even larger amplifications of ductility and displacement are
observed for short period structures than predicted using the aboye equations. The
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b
t

I

amplified acceleration regio n of the spectrurn for this record is flat out to about 1 second.
Thus. soil conditions are very irnportant in selecting the Z values as well.
Disp lacement histories (not shown) for the ana lytical model of the proof test
specimen were nea rly the sa me in the longitudi na l direction as for the tra nsve rse
direction. However, peak displacements were increased 30% as a result of the different
dynami c characteristics of the model in this direcúon.
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